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Sound symbolism in Cute-talk (Nichols 1971, Ferguson 1977, Ohala 1994) and 

Baby-talk (Chew 1969, Kochetov & Alderete 2011) have attracted attention in the linguistic 
field since a long period, and the later studies positioned this phenomenon within the 
post-lexical stage of phonology. However, this paper proposes a novel approach in the 
opposite direction, placing sound symbolism under the lexical process. Our definition of 
cute-talk refers to a register for which the main motivation lies in a particular iconic function 
linked to the concept of smallness, childishness or affection (e.g. “mom” changes to 
“mommy” in English). As for baby-talk in Japanese, it is similar to cute-talk but applied 
within the communication between adults and babies, as discussed by implying the sound 
change of coronal fricatives and [ts] to [tʃ] and [dʒ ] to provide a concept of smallness. These 
three sources were chosen due to their diversity: in English sound symbolism takes place in 
the way of word formation, in Mandarin it happens through tone change and in Japanese, the 
process is found in segmental variation. By combining sound symbolism and lexical 
phonology, which are two important topics in the linguistic field, we aim to provide a new 
subject of discussion incorporating sound symbolism into the regular process of phonology 
in order to provide future research with a cross-linguistic comparison of analysis. 

 
Our assumption leans toward the lexical interpretation, by that these phonological rules 

cannot get involved into phrasal level. To prove this view we will divide our analysis into 
three steps:  

 
1) Is this rule in accordance with the definition of post-lexical category? In detailed 

analysis, we briefly summarized the definition of post-lexical rules: according to Kiparsky 
(1982a, 1985) and Kenstowicsz (1994) “post-lexical rules apply outside the lexicon to the 
output of the syntactic component. By virtue of their different location, they can be expected 
to display different properties”. We synthesized these contrasts into the following main 3 
points: Cross word boundaries requirement, automatic and no exception, and SCC condition 
(Strict Cycle Condition). Taking Mandarin cute-talk as an example, it is limited within the 
word boundaries since it is a tone change to 3_2 and does not take its phrasal environment 
into account when changing, whatever the preceding or following context, the tone won’t be 
affected. Moreover, it does not apply automatically as post-lexical rules should: it is mainly 
nouns or specific adjectives converted to nouns which are targeted, implying that the 
selection needs to be within the lexical process otherwise the rule does not have visibility 
inside the words at the post-lexical stage. Finally, the main tone change as proposed by Xu 
(1991, 2001) is lexical here, since it changes the tone only within its own domain in a cyclic 
manner and is triggered firstly by reduplication (tɕie tɕie/ sister, pa pa/ father, ma ma/ mother 
etc…) or other word formation process such as compounding (a i/ aunt). The active 
discussion within the field (Packard 1990, Sproat and Shih 1993, Xu 2001)of whether there 
are four, two or one strata does not affect our discussion, since we are focusing on the lexical 
versus post-lexical difference rather than the detailed content within the lexical rules 
environment. After the previous analysis, we obtained that the rule does not fulfill the 
post-lexical conditions but we still need to be sure that it is lexical on the other hand and not 
in a grey area, so we ask our second question. 
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2) Is this rule in accordance with the definition of lexical rule? In this second part, we 
will review the definition of lexical rules, also by Kiparsky(1982a, 1985), Katamba (1989) 
and Kenstowicsz (1994). Mainly we take into account three parameters: we explained in the 
first section that post-lexical rules could occur across word boundaries and that they had no 
visibility on word internal part, therefore were automatic and without exceptions. According 
to our arguments, cute-talk and baby-talk do not fulfill these conditions. Still, we need to 
prove on the other hand that they fulfill the requirements of Cyclicity and that they do have 
access to the inner side of the lexical properties of a word, which are two major constraints 
of lexical rules. Moreover, we will add the issue of structure preservation, another crucial 
point to the identification of lexical rules. As a sample we demonstrate that for Japanese 
baby-talk the correspondence with SCC is proved thanks to the fact that it either applies on a 
derived context such as [t] to [ts] or following the same pattern as stress in English, applying 
at the direct output from UR and providing a new identity thanks to a semantic trigger. As for 
Structure presentation, both the input and the output of the rule are present in the consonant 
inventory of Japanese, as displayed by Vance (1987) and Itô & Mester (2003), even if it may 
on certain occasion initiate a non-frequent sound ordering in Japanese, we assume that this 
exception of phonological constraint is authorized by the lexical process through the 
application of context triggered specific rules, meaning that speakers are appropriating 
constraints on syllable structure for new purposes, as is the case with nicknames (V. De 
Klerk & B. Bosch, 1997) or name clipping and acronyms in English (Susannah E. Smith, 
2002). 

 
 
3) However, internal evidence of definition may seem insufficient therefore we also 

provide external evidence from cross language comparison of rule ordering deduction. As in 
Mandarin, we relatively position Cute-talk along with a lexical rule which is Neutral Tone 
(Cheng, 1973). We propose that the principle in which the more specific rule prevails is in 
force here (Kenstowicz, 1994), formally known as the Elsewhere condition. Since cute-talk 
is more specific, it is placed before. If the speaker chooses to cute-talk, it will block the NT, 
while in normal speaking, the Cute-talk will be passed and open the path for the general NT. 
As a summary, if cute-talk is located before the lexical rule NT, then we can deduce that it is 
lexical also. 
 

Since in previous studies context triggered rules were commonly known and discussed 
but not often included within the lexical model, it created a grey area which we tried to 
clarify within this study. The implication of this proposal would be to position these quite 
common context-triggered rules within the lexical model and support the lexical phonology 
theory. Through the analysis in three differently oriented questions, we proposed that the 
context triggered rules such as cute-talk in English or Mandarin and Baby-talk in Japanese 
are under the definition of lexical phonology based within the lexical process rather than in 
the post-lexical level, moreover we provide further evidence via rule ordering processes for 
the three rules mentioned, showing that they are lexical. This would be in accordance with 
the idea that since the phonological change is context triggered, it therefore needs the lexical 
information to apply. Post-lexical environment does not have this capacity to look back at 
words meaning, as we demonstrated by the flapping rule in English. 
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